ISM
The Infinity Solutions ISM Pressure Seal System is an integrated folder/sealer with a processing
throughput of up to 2,000 forms per hour. The ISM’s innovative design offers an affordable
desktop solution to automate any organization’s short run pressure seal applications.
By leveraging Infinity Solutions’ pressure seal technology, pressure seal forms are sealed as
they are folded reducing the costly task of manually folding and stuffing of envelopes. The
Infinity Solutions ISM is an out of the box solution providing for a quick setup and quiet
operation, and it offers user friendly controls which return the simplicity to mail processing.
The ISM incorporates bottom feed technology for continuous throughput increasing your
organization productivity, while reducing operational costs. This remarkable unit offers five
standard fold patterns (Z, EZ, C, EC, and V), custom folds, and forms up to 14” in length.
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Quiet and low
maintenance
Simple operator
controls
Handles all popular
fold styles :V, C, Z, and
EZ Pre-marked for easy
set-up
Automatic bottom feed
friction for continuous
processing
Folds up to 2,000
documents per hour
Completely seals
across document, no
“pressure zones”
1 year on all parts
National on-site service
options available
Manufactured in U.S.A.

ISM
Feed System:

Bottom Feed Friction Belt

Power:

115V AC 60Hz 1A

Paper Size:

Length up to 14”, width up to 9”

Fold Pattern:
11” Half (V)

14” Half (V)

11” Letter (C)

14” Z

11” Eccentric C

14” Eccentric Z (EZ)

11” Z

Custom
(up to 7.25” Max Span)

11” Eccentric Z (EZ)

Speed:

Fixed speed – 2,000 per hour

Duty Cycle:

40,000 per month

Dimensions:

Height 14”, Width 12”, Depth 19”

Weight:
MSRP:

50 lbs (60lbs. shipping weight)
$2,075.00
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